#GUYTALK
For dads
Download the instruction sheet on guytalk.se before you get started.

“‘I LOVE YOU’ - three words I never got to hear from my dad, not even as a child. I
can easily count the times he hugged me. That was just the way it was. And I
didn’t have any friends with loving fathers themselves, so I had no one to
compare mine with either.

As an adult, I’ve come to think more about my father’s total lack of affection
towards me and my siblings. Of what I remember, he spent a lot of time with us
and perhaps he tried, in his own peculiar way, to show us his love. Nevertheless,
the word that best describes the memories I have of my father is fear. When I
was a child, my father got severely injured in an accident. This caused him a
lifelong illness that changed him for good. As the years passed by my father
became another man. A more aggressive, bitter man. Eventually this resulted in
my parents separating and my father growing a strong anger, partly aimed
towards my mother and us children. He gradually turned his words into action
and his threats into violence.

When I expected my daughter I decided to become the exact opposite of my
father. I promised myself to shower her with as much love and affection possible

and to tell her that I love her everyday. 1,5 years has passed since, and I’ve kept
my promise.

Despite all this, I still see my own father staring back at me everytime I look into
a mirror. And not only do we look frighteningly alike on the outside; just like my
father, I too suffer from a chronic illness that gradually breaks me down from the
inside. I fear that I carry the same dark sides within me as he did, and
sometimes I can both see and feel that they’re inside there somewhere. At times,
I think that my daughter and her mother would be better off without me. I think
that I should relieve them from the man my illness will eventually turn me into. I
think that I should do this before it’s too late, even if it would cause them pain.
Because I feel like a ticking bomb, ready to explode someday, harming the ones I
love the most.

I fight my genetic heritage everyday and I do everything I can to not let it take
over me. Nevertheless, I can never completely suppress the feeling that no
matter what I do or how hard I try, I will end up like my father…”

-

30 year old man

“I had a good childhood. I’ve always felt loved by my father. I’m an active feminist
that try to think about equality in everything I do. Yet, I’ve come to realize that
me and my partner’s relationship is highly driven by different gender norms.
This is manifested not least in our different roles as parents, for example in
who’s responsible for what. We’ve ended up in that classic pattern where I
manage practical matters, while my partner deals with the emotional parts. I
actually never thought we’d find ourselves there.“

-

40 year old man

These are only two of all the stories we’ve received from anonymous men as an
answer to the question “What would you like to talk about, if no one could judge

you?”. We hope these stories can inspire you to open up and speak from the heart
in the following conversation. During this #Guytalk you’ll get to talk about what
it’s like to be a son and/or a father. Partly in terms of our society’s and your own
experiences/expectations on the role as a son, sibling, partner or father. Partly in
terms of your own relationship with your father/other father figures. You will
also discuss how the roles as father/son affect others, primarily other family
members.

Set dates for more than one talk, and for a follow up-talk:
The questions exceeds what you usually have time for in one #Guytalk session.
It might be a good idea to split them up, one theme per session. Set the dates for
at least the following talk-session before you go home today. It is also good if
you, after all the themes and questions have been discussed, book a follow up
session 3-6 month later to recap what insights you’ve had and changes you’ve
made after your #Guytalk sessions.

Warm up questions - answer YES/NO:
I envy my partner/fellow parent’s, according to me, stronger connection to
our child/children.
Sometimes my partner/fellow parent makes decisions without taking my
opinions into consideration in matters that involve our child/children.
As a child, I sought comfort from my mother or other female family
members more often than from my father.
Today I can talk with my father about almost everything, or at least as
much as with my other parent/parents.
Being a parent turned out to be just like I imagined.

Theme number 1:
Parenthood and the relationship to your partner/fellow parent

According to you; did you and your partner’s sex life change when you had
children? If yes - how?

Possible follow up- question: How can you talk to your partner/fellow
parent about sex, in terms of finding ways back to each other emotionally
and sexually, after a childbirth?

Do you and your partner/fellow parent take on an even share of the
parental leave and childcare? Why/why not?

Have you experienced envy towards your partner/fellow parent, caused by
for example an intimacy to the child/children occurring with
breastfeeding, a stronger or quicker connection to the child/children or a
tendency of your child/children to look for comfort from your fellow
parent first hand instead of you?

Possible follow up-question: Does it stop at envy, or have you consciously
taken any actions to strengthen the connection between you and your
child/children?

If you’re currently living with a partner/fellow parent: do you believe that
having children has affected your opportunities to have an equal
relationship?

Possible follow up-question: Why do challenges arise when children are
involved? What traps are there? What strategies do you have to avoid, or
get out of, those traps?

Based on the previous question: Do you and your partner/fellow parent
talk about or have a system in place to reach equal parenthood?

Possible follow up-question: Who, for example, comforts, plans birthday
parties, preps lunchboxes or takes care of the child’s/children's
personal hygiene? Who keeps track of the child’s/children's daily
routines, schedules, play dates and activities and who is responsible
for doctor appointments or bigger decisions such as choosing
preschool? Who makes sure you both get som childfree-alone time?
(the full checklist was created by Region Skåne and is attached in its
full form in the end of this document).

If you’re living with an bonus parent, how can you show you believe in
this person and trust this person with the responsibility of your
child/children?

Possible follow up-question: How has this been received by that
parent? Does the parent feel safe with taking on this responsibility?

Theme number 2:
Parenthood and the relationship to your children
How do you feel about not being able to be the pregnant parent?

Possible follow up-question: Have you ever acted on these feelings by, for
example, taking on other sorts of responsibilities to compensate like
household chores for example? If yes; were you, or do you believe you will
be, as good at this after childbirth?

Have you compensated for the fact that you can’t be the pregnant parent
by taking on more responsibilities? If yes; do you do it both during the
pregnancy as well as after childbirth?

Are you comfortable with discussing “heavy” subjects with your
child/children? Such as sex, sexuality, consent, violence, racism, death,
sorrow etc.?

Possible follow up - question: Do you find your partner/fellow parent better
at discussing these subjects than you? Do you think your child/children
are more prone to turning to your partner/other parent with difficult
questions? If yes; how does that make you feel?

Are you comfortable with showing physical intimacy and affection to
your child/children? Why/why not? In which types of situations?

Possible follow up-question: Would you like to show more intimacy and
affection than you currently do?

How do you encourage your child/children to live according to your own
values and believes? For example being kind, feeling like anything is
possible or to both claim and give others attention.

Possible follow up-question: Do you and your partner/fellow parent share
the responsibility for setting boundaries and rules for your child equally
between yourselves?

Are there times when you act towards your child/children in a way that’s
negative or that you, before you became a parent, never thought you
would do?

Possible follow up-question: How do you communicate with your
child/children if you make a mistake?

Theme number 3:
Parenthood in relation to others

Have you ever been questioned or treated in a different way in your role as
a father by an outsider? For example: at your workplace in connection to
parental leave or when you’ve been in contact with school or a healthcare
provider?

Possible follow up-question: Did you consider this to be discrimination? If
yes: have you done anything about it, more than talking about it with your
friends or fellow parent?

How have you tackled difficult/tough events while transitioning into
parenthood? For example sleep deprivation, lack of energy or increasing
amounts of housework, planning and responsibilities etc?

Possible follow up-question: How can you make sure that responsibilities
and housework are shared equally between yourself and your
partner/fellow parent?

Have you ever acted in a way some other member of your family
perceived as uncomfortable or frightening?

Possible follow up-question: What happened? How did it feel?

Do you feel there are others (daycare/school, children's tv-shows, friends,
relatives etc) that affect your child in a way you don’t appreciate? If so:
how do you handle it?

Possible follow up-question: Have you ever brought this up with the
person/people concerned? If you live with a fellow parent; who takes
responsibility for that kind of talk?

Do you ever feel that you have “lost yourself” somewhere along the way of
becoming a father (for example lost your values, your social network or
hobbies)?

Possible follow up-question: How do you maintain the interests and hobbies
you need to feel good? Does your partner/fellow parent have the same
opportunity to maintain hobbies or interests as you do?

Have your friendships been affected by your fatherhood?

Possible follow up-question: Do you in any way actively work to maintain
and care for your friendships? Does your partner/fellow parent have the
same opportunity to do that as you do?

Theme number 4:
Parenthood and the role as a father
Have you ever perceived the expectations on you with your child/children
to be limited? For example in what you’re expected to do or be responsible
for?

Possible follow up-question: If you were to disregard all these expectations what reactions would that get? Do you ever feel forced to do what’s
expected of you?

In which way do you think expectations and norms within sports has
affected you? Have they affected your relationship to your child/children?

Do you feel that you have the tools and skills in your emotional toolbox that
are needed in order to be a good father?

Possible follow up-question: Do you find your ability to talk about and
express emotions to be better or worse than your partner? What about other
adults that are close to your child/children?
Did your own father or some other close adult hurt you in any way as a kid?
If yes, has it affected your role as a father?

Possible follow up-question: Have you ever used violence, threats of
violence or been afraid to cross the line when it comes to violence? If yes:
how did you manage that afterwards? Did you turn to anyone for help?
Do you want your child/children to live out your own, unfulfilled dreams or
become a better version of you? If yes: how did/does this show?

Possible follow up-question: Did you feel like your dad had those kinds of
expectations on you? Or was it the other way around; that you could have
needed more pressure or encouragement?

